Metal loose lay luxury vinyl tile’s 18” x 36” format creates bold installations with innovative modern textures. With pops of metallic sheen, this flooring solution appears multi-dimensional and coordinates beautifully with Iconic Earth and other Mohawk Group carpet collections for textural layering and harmonic patterning.
Metal 585 Blue Steel, Twinings 945 Storm
Metal 585 Blue Steel; Twinings 945 Storm Brick Ashlar Installation

Metal 859 On The Line
Metal LOOSE LAY LVT

PERFORMANCE

- 12 Metal colors deliver a comprehensive and versatile resilient tile collection
- Oversized 18” x 36” tiles install over large areas quickly
- 5mm overall thickness and 20 mil commercial wear layer for superior durability
- M-Force™ Ultra finish for stain and wear resistance
- Twice as thick as traditional LVT for seamless transition with Mohawk Group carpet tiles
- Non-skid backing keeps tiles in place

LOOSE LAY LVT CONSTRUCTION

Hot & Heavy loose lay luxury vinyl tile features a 20 mil commercial wear layer, M-Force™ Ultra and polish-optional finish for versatile, cost-effective maintenance. The weight of the product and the unique non-skid backing texture allows for loose lay installation.

LOOSE LAY SELLING FEATURES

- Install with Mohawk recommended adhesives and Mohawk AccuSound™ underlayment for improved sound absorption.

Metal COLORWAYS

132 Golden Yellow
258 Viva Gold
268 My Precious

353 Rave Red
464 Vogue Violet
525 Freshwater Blue

556 Tempo Teal
631 Lemon Lime
585 Blue Steel

859 On The Line
929 Proper Gray
959 So Fetch
Metal 859 On The Line, Metalmorphic 358 Classic Ridge Metallic
Iconic Earth COORDINATING CARPET TILE

Iconic Earth is a carpet tile collection with patterns that draw inspiration from natural stone formations. The stone visuals celebrate natural processes of geology with pops of sheen morphing and shifting throughout the floor. The Iconic Earth Collection features innovative metallic yarns allowing for a unique lustrous effect that mimics the look of oxidized minerals.

- Available in three styles: Metalmorphic, Drifted Ground and Statement Stone
- Metalmorphic and Drifted Ground available as 12” x 36” Carpet Planks
- Statement Stone available as 24” x 24” carpet tile
- ColorStrand® Nylon
- EcoFlex™ Matrix Backing
- NSF/ANSI 140 Gold
Metal 959 So Fetch, 353 Rave Red
Specifications

Metal (C0059)

**DESIGN**
- **Product Type**: Luxury Vinyl Tile - Flexible
- **Size**: 457.2 mm x 914.4 mm (actual) 18”W x 36”L (nominal)
- **Overall Thickness**: .2” (5mm)
- **Wear Layer**: 20 mil (.5mm)
- **Finish**: M-Force™ Ultra
- **Edge Profile**: Straight Edge
- **Emboss**: Overall
- **Colors Available**: 12
- **Packaging**: 18 sq ft per carton / 4 pcs per carton / 34 lbs per carton

*For detailed warranty, adhesive and installation information visit mohawkgroup.com

**PERFORMANCE**
- **Construction**: Commercial Grade Flexible LVT
- **Installation**: Floating / Loose Lay
- **Classification**: ASTM F1700 - Class III, Type A - Smooth, Type B - Embossed
- **Squareness**: ASTM F2055 - Passes - 0.010 in. max
- **Size and Tolerance**: ASTM F2055 - Passes - ±0.016 in. per linear foot
- **Thickness**: ASTM F386 - Passes - as specified ±0.005 in. (±0.13mm)
- **Flexibility**: ASTM F137 - Passes - ≤ 1.0 in., no cracks or breaks
- **Dimensional Stability**: ASTM F2199 - Passes - ≤ 0.024 in. per linear foot
- **Residual Indentation**: ASTM F1914 - Passes - Average less than 8%
- **Resistance To Chemicals**: ASTM F925 - Passes - No Change or Slight Change
- **Resistance To Light**: ASTM F1515 - Passes - ΔE ≤ 8
- **Resistance To Heat**: ASTM F1514 - Passes - ΔE ≤ 8
- **Critical Radiant Flux**: ASTM E648 - Passes - ≥ 0.45 watts/cm², Class 1

**SUSTAINABILITY**
- **Certification**: FloorScore® certified
- **Carbon**: Net Positive Carbon (Neutral +5%)